בס"ד

Young Israel of Merrick

Shabbat August 10th 2019 – Friday August 16th 2019
9 Av 5779 – 15 Av 5779
Shabbat Devarim
Rabbi Dov Winston|rabbi@yimerrick.org

Shabbat Schedule
Friday, August 9

Steve Gage, President|stevegage55@gmail.com

Sponsorships
There are no sponsorships this week.

Mincha/Maariv………7:00 pm
Candle Lighting…....…7:43 pm
Saturday, August 10
Shacharit……………...9:00 am
Mincha……………….5:30 pm
Shabbat Ends.………..8:45 pm
Maariv/Eichah……….9:15 pm
Followed by Explanatory Kinot

Interested in sponsoring? Here’s who you should speak to!
Kiddush – Speak to Jan Levine
Shalosh Seudot - Speak to Jeffrey Maynard

Shacharit
Sunday………..8:30 am
Monday………6:10 am
Tuesday………6:20 am
Wednesday…....6:20 am
Thursday……...6:10 am
Friday…………6:20 am

Individual Shiur or Shiur Series – Speak to Rabbi Winston

Welcome to our new members Julie and Joel Yohay!
Coming up at YIM

-

Weekday Services

Tisha B’Av + CommUNITY Kinot (Please see full Tisha B’Av Schedule Below)
Next Lunch and Learn on Tuesday, August 13 – Time: TBD
Final Sefer Iyov Class continues on Wednesday, August 14
5 Minute Mishnayos Class and Sefer HaChinuch Class at their regular times.

Mincha/Ma'ariv
Sunday……..7:30 pm
Mon – Fri…7:40 pm

Laws for Tisha B’Av When it Falls on Shabbos
Erev Tisha B’Av
- Since the actual ninth day of Av falls on Shabbos this year, all of the prohibitions of the day are permitted on Shabbos except for martial relations
unless Friday night is the night of immersion.
- There is no seudas mafsekes this year as Erev Tisha B’Av falls on Shabbos. Instead, one should eat a regular Seudat Shlishit but there should not be a
festive mood during this meal. One must stop eating before sunset and can bentch with a zimun.
- Once Shabbos is over, one should say “Baruch Hamavdil,” change into non-leather shoes and then head to shul for Maariv.
- Havdallah over a cup of wine and the blessing over the spices are not recited. The blessing over fire will be made before the reading of Eicha. If
one cannot make it to shul they should make the blessing over fire at home. At the end of the fast (Sunday night), Havdallah is recited over a cup of
wine, but the blessings over fire and spices are not said and the hamavdil paragraph is said.
Tisha B’Av (This year on 10th of Av)
- This year Tish’a B’Av begins on Saturday night, as such Havdallah must be said. Please see the previous paragraph for details on this.
- On Tisha B’Av, one may not eat, drink, anoint themselves with oils, wear leather shoes, bathe/wash themselves in any way or have marital
relations.
- On Tish’a B’Av, as on Yom Kippur, if you must wash your hands to remove: 1. Impurity (tuma), you may wash your hands only up to the knuckle
that connects your fingers to the rest of your hand. 2. Dirt from your hand, you may wash wherever the dirt is on your hand.
- Tefillin and the tallis gadol are worn during mincha instead of Shacharis.
- Torah Learning is forbidden on Tisha B’av. However, one may study the book of Iyov (Job), prophecies pertaining to the destruction of the Beis
Hamikdash, the laws of mourning, and Talmudic passages that relate to mourning or to the destruction of the Beis Hamikdash.
- It is forbidden to greet people on Tisha B’Av. If someone else greets one accidentally, or because the other person does not know the halacha,
then it is important to avoid embarrassing that person. A minimal greeting should be returned in a mournful manner.
- Just like mourners in a shiva house, we do not sit on chairs on Tisha B’Av. Instead, we sit on low stools or on the floor. Likewise, we do not sleep
in our beds as we usually do. Many people sleep on the floor, on a mattress on the floor, or at least without a pillow. After chatzos it is permissible
to sit normally on chairs.
After Tisha B’Av
- Typically, the practices of mourning we keep during the Nine Days apply until chatzos on the day after Tisha B’Av. This is because the First
Temple was set alight on Tisha B’Av, but it continued to burn through the night and into the next day. This year as the fast is pushed off from
Shabbos until Sunday, the prohibitions cease immediately after the fast. However, meat and wine should not be consumed until the morning with
the exception of wine for Havdalah which is permissible to use.

Community
The Merrick Beit Medrash Night will be on a break
until September 9

YIM Information
Reminder: All announcements for the newsletter must
be received by 3:00 PM on Thursday. Send information to
rabbi@yimerrick.org and dochn1@gmail.com
Class Recordings: Want to make sure you are up to date
on Rabbi Winston's daily classes on Mishnayos and Sefer
HaChinuch? All classes are recorded and posted on the
website at www.yimerrick.org/recordings
Community Mikvah: The Merrick-Bellmore
Community Mikvah is open for appointments! Classes
available too! To arrange a tour of the mikvah, call 516833-3057 ext 104. To book an appointment for use of the
mikvah, call 516-208-1318 or email appt@MBmikvah.org.
For any additional Mikvah related questions speak to
Rena Winston.

